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      Beijing Dacheng (Fuzhou) Law Office 

 

 

Legal Opinion 

Concerning 

The legality of audit procedure for report comments from Fujian 

Qianfeng Textile Technology Co., Ltd, a wholly owned subsidiary 

of Asia Fashion Holdings Co.,Ltd., and Fuzhou Fule Shoe Material 

Co., Ltd and other eight customers and Puhua 

 

To: Asia Fashion Holdings Co., Ltd. 

Part I Overview 

Our Office, as designated by your company on June 9th, 2014, assigned Mr. Lin Bin and 

other lawyers of our Office as specific lawyers to be involved in the investigation, 

evidence collection and analysis for the reasonability, existence, etc. of serious quality 

abnormality and customers compensation complaint matter resulted thereof occurred 

in the products from your company and eight customers with regard to the customers 

withholding complaint event arisen in your company and eight customers in the year of 

2012. Our lawyers, according to Audit Confirmation Opinion, Letter of Quality Complaint, 

Customer Complaint Sheet, Customer Complaints Dealing Sheet, Purchase and Sales 

Contract, Purchase Order, Legal Opinion, etc. provided by your company, respectively, 

headed to eight customers for visiting, evidence collection, investigation and other 

activities along with Mr. Cheng Jianhua, the Director, Mr. Zheng Yong, the Business 

Executive, and Mr. Zhang Maoliang, the Director of Quality Control Department, and 

other several business personnel of your company. Such eight direct and indirect 

customers, in particular, are: 

1) Fuqing Zhongoliang Xingye Shoe Material Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as "Fuqing 

Zhongoliang"), the direct customer. Such customer has been maintained a business 

relationship with Fujian Qianfeng Textile Technology Co., Ltd, and Jinjiang Jin’en 

Shoes Industrial Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as "Jinjiang Jin’en"), a third party, 

the Processor, since 2004; 

2) Jinjiang Xuri Textile Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as "Jinjiang Xuri"), the direct 

customer. Such customer has been maintained a business relationship with Fujian 

Qianfeng Textile Technology Co., Ltd, and Putian Jiasheng Shoes Industrial Co., Ltd 

(hereinafter referred to as "Putian Jiasheng"), the indirect customer, since 2006; 
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3) Fuzhou Fule Shoe Material Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as "Fuzhou Fule"), the 

direct customer. Such customer has been maintained a business relationship with 

Fujian Qianfeng Textile Technology Co., Ltd, and Putian RINO Shoes Industrial Co., 

Ltd (hereinafter referred to as "Putian RINO"), the indirect customer, since 2005; 

4) Fujian Putian Xianglong Shoe & Cloth Textile Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as 

"Putian Xianglong"), the direct customer. Such customer has been maintained a 

business relationship with Fujian Qianfeng Textile Technology Co., Ltd, and Jinjiang 

UNN Shoes Industrial Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as "Jinjiang UNN"), a third 

party, the Processor, since 2008; 

5) Haining Hanchen Textile Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as "Haining Hanchen"), the 

direct customer. Such customer has been maintained a business relationship with 

Fujian Qianfeng Textile Technology Co., Ltd, and Dongguan Yongmao Shoes 

Industrial Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as "Dongguan Yongmao"), the indirect 

customer, since 2005; 

6) Dongguan Jingfeng Chemical Fiber Technology Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as 

"Dongguan Jingfeng"), the direct customer. Such customer has been maintained a 

business relationship with Fujian Qianfeng Textile Technology Co., Ltd, and 

Hengyang Hongwei Shoes Industrial Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as "Hengyang 

Hongwei"), the indirect customer, since 2008; 

7) Dongguan Yuanzhan Textile Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as "Dongguan 

Yuanzhan"). Such customer has been maintained a business relationship with Fujian 

Qianfeng Textile Technology Co., Ltd, and Zhongshan Tongjia Shoes Industrial Co., 

Ltd (hereinafter referred to as "Zhongshan Tongjia"), the indirect customer, since 

2004; 

8) Dongguan Jiarui Shoe Material Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as "Dongguan Jiarui"), 

the direct customer. Such customer has been maintained a business relationship 

with Fujian Qianfeng Textile Technology Co., Ltd, and Huizhou Chuangsheng Shoes 

Industrial Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as "Huizhou Chuangsheng"), a third party, 

the Processor, since 2008; 
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Part II Working Process 

1. Fuqing Zhongliang and Jinjiang Jin’en 

At 10:00 a.m. on June 10th, 2014, Mr. Lin Bin, the lawyer of our Office, along with Mr. 

Zheng Yong, the Business Executive, and Mr. Zhang Maoliang, the Director of Quality 

Control Department of your company, met with Mr. Xia Jun, deputy GM of Fuqing 

Zhongliang. In the communication with Mr. Xia Jun in respect to the quality issue of 

fabric, we learned: Fuqing Zhongliang has purchased fabrics totaling 11,058.40 kg from 

Fujian Qianfeng from May to July 2012, afterwards, Fuqing Zhongliang sold the 

laminating-processed fabrics to Li Ning Sports Goods Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as 

"Li Ning Sports"), a domestic famous sports shoes branding manufacturer, who sent the 

laminating-processed materials (hereinafter referred to as "such material") by Fuqing 

Zhongliang to Jinjiang Jin’en, a designated OEM by Li Ning Sports, for the use of 

manufacturing of sports shoes, with a production totaling six styles totaling 645,090 

pairs of sports shoes. Prior to Jinjiang Jin’en delivered these sports shoes to Li Ning 

Sports, inspector of Li Ning Sports found that the finished sports shoes were disqualified 

due to the pollution on the vamp caused by color migration arising from the 

non-compliance of color fastness of the material procured from Fuqing Zhongliang, 

whereby Li Ning Sports made a complaint and claim for the loss arisen thereby in a total 

of RMB 102,704,602 yuan against Fuqing Zhongliang on Sep 4th, 2012. 

At around 1:30 p.m. on that day, Mr. Xia Jun from Fuqing Zhongliang went in company 

with us to Jinjiang Jin’en where we met with Mr. Chen Peihui, a manager of Jinjiang 

Jin’en, and Miss Yang Ling, a representative of Li Ning sports, who directed us to the 

production lines and the production processes of shoemaking in the factory, and 

introduced us each production chain and quality control requirement of sports shoe. We 

learned: The composition of a sports shoe: a sports shoe substantially consists of toe cap, 

vamp (front, side), outsole, midsole, heel, lining, insole, tongue and other various 

accessories and decorations; The main production processes of a sports shoe is divided 

into: material cutting (punching), upper sewing (sitching), upper bottom forming, 

end-product packaging, end-product storage; Auxiliary processes mainly include high 

frequency (hot-pressing high frequency, printing high frequency, hot-cutting high 

frequency), ejection and rubber patch, textile printing, computer embroidery, etc.; 

Material costs of a sports shoe mainly include: outsole (RB, MD, TPR, etc.), vamp 

material (leather, synthetic leather, cow suede leather, space leather, PU leather, 

microfiber, air mesh, etc.), midsole, lining, insole, shoelace, etc. 

In Fuqing Zhongliang and Jinjiang Jin’en, we looked over claim matter directly related: 

Purchase and Sale Contract, Purchase Order, End-products Delivery Note, Confirmation 

Note for Receiving, Warehouse Warrant, Production Record Sheet, Cuts Record Sheet, Raw 

Materials Requisition, Piece-Calculated Quantity Statistics Table of Production 

Department, Production Record Sheet, Cuts Record Sheet, Cost Structure Analysis Sheet, 

Raw Materials Requisition, List of Ingredients of Products, Warehouse Warrant of 

End-products and other related documents, based on which, it is calculated that the unit 

cost per pair of shoes is between 105 yuan and 196 yuan (including, the material cost is 

about 115 yuan per pair, piecework labor cost is about 25 yuan per pair, other costs and 

management costs are about 20 yuan per pair), the average unit cost turns out to be 

159.2 yuan per pair; it is confirmed that due to the non-compliance of color fastness of 

the fabric products of your company, which results in a serious situation that the color 

migration polluted the shoe surface, and these anomalous shoes are determined 

unavailable to come into the market for the normal sales. According to the confirmation 
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of each above data, this incident resulted in Li Ning brand and Zhongliang company bear 

a loss in a total amount of RMB 102,704,602 yuan. 

 

2. Jinjiang Xuri and Putian Jiasheng 

At around 3:20 p.m. on June 10th, 2014, we presented in Jinjiang Xuri where we met 

with Mr. Chen Xuhua, deputy GM of Jinjiang Xuri. In the communication with Mr. Chen 

Xuhua in respect to the customer complaints issue of both parties, we learned: Jinjiang 

Xuri has purchased fabrics totaling 3,959.80 kg from Fujian Qianfeng from July to the 

beginning of September 2012, afterwards, Jinjiang Xuri sold the laminating-processed 

fabrics to Putian Jiasheng (Putian Jiasheng is subject to a designated processor of ANTA 

Sports, a domestic famous sports shoes manufacturer), who subsequently used the 

laminating-processed materials by Jinjiang Xuri to in the manufacturing of sports shoes, 

with a production totaling four styles totaling 308,400 pairs of ANTA brand of sports 

shoe. During the inspection prior to deliver these sports shoes to ANTA Sports, Putian 

Jiasheng found that the finished sports shoes were disqualified due to the pollution on 

the vamp caused by color migration arising from the non-compliance of color fastness of 

the material procured from Fuqing Zhongliang, whereby Putian Jiasheng made a 

complaint and claim for the loss arisen thereby in a total of RMB 54,666,360 yuan 

against Jinjiang Xuri on Oct 16th, 2012. 

Later on, Mr. Chen Xuhua led us to Putian Jiasheng where we met with Mr. Chen 

Zhengyi, the Factory Director, upon the arrival at 5:05 p.m., who directed us to the 

production lines and the production processes of the factory, and introduced us each 

production chain and quality control requirement of sports shoe. Once again we learned 

the composition, main production processes and material costs structure, etc. of a sports 

shoe, which are basically the same with that we learned from Jinjiang Jin’en, and it is 

calculated on basis of Costs Analysis Sheet that the unit cost per pair of shoes is between 

162 yuan and 188 yuan (including, the material cost is about 130 yuan per pair, 

piecework labor cost is about 30 yuan per pair, other costs and management costs are 

about 20 yuan per pair), the average unit cost turns out to be 177.25 yuan per pair; it is 

confirmed that due to the non-compliance of color fastness of the fabric products of your 

company, which results in a serious situation that the color migration polluted the shoe 

surface, and these anomalous shoes are determined unavailable to come into the market 

for the normal sales. In Putian Jiasheng, we mutually reviewed the related documents 

for these disqualified finished sports shoes totaling 308,400 pairs; it is estimated that 

this incident resulted in a loss amount totaling RMB 54,666,360 yuan, which obtained a 

mutual confirmation.  

In Jinjiang Xuri and Putian Jiasheng, we looked over claim matter directly related: 

Purchase and Sale Contract, Purchase Order, End-products Delivery Note, Confirmation 

Note for Receiving, Warehouse Warrant, Production Record Sheet, Cuts Record Sheet, Raw 

Materials Requisition, Piece-Calculated Quantity Statistics Table of Production 

Department, Production Record Sheet, Cuts Record Sheet, Cost Structure Analysis Sheet, 

Raw Materials Requisition, List of Ingredients of Products, Warehouse Warrant of 

End-products and other related documents. 

3. Fuzhou Fule and Putian RINO 

At 9:10 a.m. on June 11th, 2014, Mr. Lin Bin, the lawyer of our Office, along with Mr. 

Zheng Yong, the Business Executive, Mr. Wei Yirong, the business personnel, and Mr. 

Zhang Maoliang, the Director of Quality Control Department of your company, headed 

for Fuzhou Fule where we met with Mr. Chen Jianfu, the director. In the communication 
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with Mr. Chen Jianfu, we learned: Fuzhou Fule has purchased fabrics totaling 7,650.50 

kg from Fujian Qianfeng from July to August 2012, afterwards, Fuzhou Fule sold the 

laminating-processed fabrics to Putian RINO (Putian RINO is subject to a domestic 

famous sports shoes branding manufacturer and processing manufacturer), who 

subsequently used the laminating-processed materials by Fuzhou Fule in the 

manufacturing of sports shoes, with a production totaling six styles totaling 340,605 

pairs of RINO-branded sports shoe. During the inspection prior to allow these products 

on sale, Putian RINO found that the finished sports shoes were disqualified due to the 

pollution on the vamp caused by color migration arising from the non-compliance of 

color fastness of the material procured from Fuzhou Fule, whereby Putian RINO made a 

complaint and claim for the loss arisen thereby in a total of RMB 54,943,227 yuan 

against Fuzhou Fule on Sep 27th, 2012. 

Later on, Mr. Chen Jianfu led us to Putian RINO where we met with Ms. Su Qiong, upon 

the arrival at 11:30 a.m., who directed us to the production lines and the production 

processes of the factory, and introduced us each production chain and quality control 

requirement of sports shoe. Once again we learned the composition, main production 

processes and material costs structure, etc. of a sports shoe, which are basically the 

same with that we learned from Jinjiang Jin’en and Putian Jiasheng. 

In Fuzhou Fule and Putian RINO, we looked over claim matter directly related: 

Purchase and Sale Contract, Purchase Order, End-products Delivery Note, Confirmation 

Note for Receiving, Warehouse Warrant, Production Record Sheet, Cuts Record Sheet, Raw 

Materials Requisition, Piece-Calculated Quantity Statistics Table of Production 

Department, Production Record Sheet, Cuts Record Sheet, Cost Structure Analysis Sheet, 

Raw Materials Requisition, List of Ingredients of Products, Warehouse Warrant of 

End-products and other related documents, based on which, it is calculated that the unit 

cost per pair of shoes is between 93 yuan and 196 yuan (including, the material cost is 

about 120 yuan per pair, piecework labor cost is about 22 yuan per pair, other costs and 

management costs are about 20 yuan per pair), the average unit cost turns out to be 

161.3 yuan per pair; it is confirmed that due to the non-compliance of color fastness of 

the fabric products of your company, which results in a serious situation that the color 

migration polluted the shoe surface, which resulted in a loss amount totaling RMB 

54,943,227 yuan. 

4. Putian Xianglong and Jinjiang UNN 

We left Putian RINO for Putian Xianglong where we met with Mr. Chen Rong, the 

deputy GM of Putian Xianglong, upon the arrival at 2:10 p.m. on June 11th, 2014. In the 

communication with Mr. Chen Rong, we learned: Putian Xianglong has purchased fabrics 

totaling 3,900.10 kg from Fujian Qianfeng from July to August 2012, afterwards, Putian 

Xianglong sold the laminating-processed fabrics to ANTA (China) Limited (hereinafter 

referred to as "ANTA China"), a domestic famous sports shoes branding manufacturer, 

who subsequently sent the laminating-processed materials (hereinafter referred to as 

"such material") by Putian Xianglong to Jinjiang UNN, a designated OEM by ANTA China, 

for the use of manufacturing of sports shoes, with a production totaling two styles 

totaling 334,544 pairs of ANTA-branded sports shoe. During the inspection prior to 

Jinjiang UNN delivered these sports shoes to ANTA, inspector of ANTA China found that 

the finished sports shoes were disqualified due to the pollution on the vamp caused by 

color migration arising from the non-compliance of color fastness of the material 

procured from Putian Xianglong, whereby ANTA China made a complaint and claim for 

the loss arisen thereby in a total of RMB 50,214,920 yuan against Putian Xianglong on 

Oct 17th, 2012. 
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At around 4:00 p.m. on that day, Mr. Chen Rong from Putian Xianglong went in 

company with us to Jinjiang UNN where we met with Mr. Li Weidong, the representative 

of ANTA China, and Mr. Ding, the Factory Director of Jinjiang UNN, who directed us to 

the production lines and the production processes of the factory, and introduced us each 

production chain and quality control requirement of sports shoe. Once again we learned 

the composition, main production processes and material costs structure, etc. of a sports 

shoe, which are basically the same with that we learned from Jinjiang Jin’en, Putian 

Jiasheng and Putian RINO. In Jinjiang Jin’en, we mutually reviewed the related 

documents for these disqualified finished sports shoes totaling 334,544 pairs and 

obtained a mutual confirmation. 

In Putian Xianglong and Jinjiang UNN, we looked over claim matter directly related: 

Purchase and Sale Contract, Purchase Order, End-products Delivery Note, Confirmation 

Note for Receiving, Warehouse Warrant, Production Record Sheet, Cuts Record Sheet, Raw 

Materials Requisition, Piece-Calculated Quantity Statistics Table of Production 

Department, Production Record Sheet, Cuts Record Sheet, Cost Structure Analysis Sheet, 

Raw Materials Requisition, List of Ingredients of Products, Warehouse Warrant of 

End-products and other documents, based on which, it is calculated that the unit cost per 

pair of shoes is between 87 yuan and 185 yuan (including, the material cost is about 115 

yuan per pair, piecework labor cost is about 20 yuan per pair, management cost is about 

15 yuan per pair), the average unit cost calculated on basis of these costs data turns out 

to be 150.1 yuan per pair. The costs structure mainly includes: leather fabric, auxiliary 

material, midsole, lining, outsole, insole, hardware fittings, shoelace, printing, trademark, 

glue water, packaging costs, other materials, labor costs, etc. It is confirmed in the 

inspection that due to the problem of color fastness of these anomalous fabrics, which 

results in a serious situation that the color migration polluted the shoe, and mutually 

determined the number of these anomalous shoes. This incident resulted in a loss 

amount totaling RMB 50,214,920 yuan. 

5. Haining Hanchen and Dongguan Yongmao 

At 9:00 a.m. on June 12th, 2014, Mr. Lin Bin, the lawyer of our Office, along with Mr. 

Zheng Yong, the Business Executive, and Mr. Wei Yirong, the business personnel, of your 

company, drove to Zhejiang Haining Hanchen where we met with Mr. Chen Fei, the 

deputy GM of Haining Hanchen, upon the arrival at the destination at 3:30 p.m. on that 

day. In the communication with Mr. Chen Fei, we learned: Haining Hanchen has 

purchased fabrics totaling 5,119.20 kg from Fujian Qianfeng from July to August 2012, 

afterwards, Haining Hanchen sold the laminating-processed fabrics to Dongguan 

Yongmao (Dongguan Yongmao is subject to a domestic famous sports shoes OEM), who 

subsequently used the laminating-processed materials by Haining Hanchen in the 

manufacturing of sports shoes, with a production totaling three styles totaling 195,021 

pairs of GOLDEN DOWN-branded sports shoe. Prior to Dongguan Yongmao delivered 

these sports shoes to GOLDEN DOWN Sports, the inspector found that the finished 

sports shoes were disqualified due to the pollution on the vamp caused by color 

migration arising from the non-compliance of color fastness of the material procured 

from Haining Hanchen, whereby Dongguan Yongmao made a complaint and claim for 

the loss arisen thereby in a total of RMB 29,437,890 yuan against Haining Hanchen on 

Sep 18th, 2012. 

As required by us, at 6:30 p.m. on that day, Mr. Chen Fei from Hanchen flew in 

company with us from Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, to Guangzhou. At around 8:30 a.m. 

on June 13th, 2014, we arrived at Dongguan Yongmao where we met with Mr. Cheng 

Guoqiang, a manager of Dongguan Yongmao company, who directed us to the 

production lines and the production processes of the factory, and introduced us each 

production chain and quality control requirement of sports shoe. Once again we learned 
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the composition, main production processes and material costs structure, etc. of a sports 

shoe, which are basically the same with that we learned previously. Based on the 

Production Record Sheet, Cuts Record Sheet, Cost Structure Analysis Sheet, Raw Materials 

Requisition, Warehouse Warrant of End-products, Abnormality Inspection Report, 

Piece-calculating Application Form of Production Department and other related 

documents provided by Dongguan Yongmao, we learned that Dongguan Yongmao 

received an order for three styles of GOLDEN DOWN-branded shoes in a total of 200,000 

pairs, and on basis of the warehousing document of laminating fabrics in Yongmao 

company, it is determined that the data regarding Hanchen company sold all the fabrics 

totaling 5119.2 kg purchased from your company after being laminating-processed is 

conformable. It is confirmed that, based on the above production process data, Yongmao 

company, through production process, has produced three styles of shoe in a total 

number of 195,021. It is also confirmed that, based on the Cost Structure Analysis Sheet, 

the unit cost per pair of shoe is between 89 yuan to 200 yuan (including, the material 

cost is about 111 yuan per pair, piecework labor cost is about 25 yuan per pair, 

management cost is about 15 yuan per pair), the average unit cost turns out to be 

150.95 yuan per pair. The costs structure mainly includes: leather fabric, auxiliary 

material, midsole, lining, outsole, insole, hardware fittings, shoelace, printing, trademark, 

glue water, packaging costs, other materials, labor costs, etc. We confirmed that due to 

the non-compliance of color fastness of these anomalous fabrics from your company, 

which results in a serious situation that the color migration polluted the shoe. The 

lawyer of our Office estimates that this abnormal event resulted in a loss of shoes in a 

total amount of RMB 29,437,890 yuan. 

6. Dongguan Jingfeng and Hengyang Hongwei 

At 1:30 p.m. on June 13th, 2014, Mr. Lin Bin, the lawyer of our Office, along with Mr. 

Zheng Yong, the Business Executive, and Mr. Lin Fan, the business personnel of your 

company, presented in Dongguan Jingfeng where we met with Mr. Zhang Zheng, a 

manager of Dongguan Jingfeng. In the communication with Mr. Zhang Zheng, we learned: 

Dongguan Jingfeng has purchased fabrics totaling 10,405.60 kg from Fujian Qianfeng 

from May to August 2012, afterwards, Dongguan Jingfeng sold the laminating-processed 

fabrics to Hengyang Hongwei (Hengyang Hongwei is subject to a domestic famous 

sports shoes OEM), who subsequently used these laminating-processed materials by 

Dongguan Jingfeng in the manufacturing of sports shoes, with a production totaling 

seven styles totaling 459,107 pairs of 360°-branded sports shoe. Prior to Hengyang 

Hongwei delivered these sports shoes to 360° Sports, the inspector found that the 

finished sports shoes were disqualified due to the pollution on the vamp caused by color 

migration arising from the non-compliance of color fastness of the material procured 

from Dongguan Jingfeng, whereby Hengyang Hongwei made a complaint and claim for 

the loss arisen thereby in a total of RMB 52,609,909 yuan against Dongguan Jingfeng on 

Sep 20th, 2012. (the claim amount indicating on the Letter of Complaint of Quality 

Hengyang Hongwei given to Dongguan Jingfeng is 52,610,729 yuan, the provided 

amount details is 52,609,909 yuan, the balance is 820 yuan, 52,609,909 yuan shall 

prevail) 

In the morning of the day of 14, June 2014, Mr. Zheng Yong, the business executive of 

your company, along with Mr. Zhang Zheng, a manager of Dongguan Jingfeng, headed for 

Hengyang Hongwei where we met with Mr. Chen Liqiang, the deputy GM of Hengyang 

Hongwei, upon the arrival at 3:30 p.m. on that day, who directed us to the production 

lines and the production processes of the factory, and introduced us each production 

chain and quality control requirement of sports shoe. Once again we learned the 

composition, main production processes and material costs structure, etc. of a sports 

shoe, which are basically the same with that we learned previously. In Hengyang 
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Hongwei, we mutually reviewed the related documents for these disqualified finished 

sports shoes totaling 459,107 pairs, which obtained a mutual confirmation. 

In Dongguan Jingfeng and Hengyang Hongwei, we looked over claim matter directly 

related: Purchase and Sale Contract, Purchase Order, End-products Delivery Note, 

Confirmation Note for Receiving, Warehouse Warrant, Production Record Sheet, Cuts 

Record Sheet, Raw Materials Requisition, Piece-Calculated Quantity Statistics Table of 

Production Department, Production Record Sheet, Cuts Record Sheet, Cost Structure 

Analysis Sheet, Raw Materials Requisition, List of Ingredients of Products, Warehouse 

Warrant of End-products and other related documents, based on which, it is calculated 

that the unit cost per pair of shoes is between 89 yuan and 161 yuan (including, the 

material cost is about 84.6 yuan per pair, piecework labor cost is about 15 yuan per pair, 

management cost is about 15 yuan per pair), the average unit cost turns out to be 114.6 

yuan per pair. 

7. Dongguan Yuanzhan and Zhongshan Tongjia 

At 8:30 a.m. on June 16th, 2014, Mr. Lin Bin, the lawyer of our Office, along with Mr. 

Zheng Yong, the Business Executive, and Mr. Lin Fan, the business personnel of your 

company, presented in Dongguan Yuanzhan where we met with Mr. Wei Lian, a business 

manager of Dongguan Yuanzhan. In the communication with Mr. Wei Lian, we learned: 

Dongguan Yuanzhan has purchased fabrics totaling 12,139.50 kg from Fujian Qianfeng 

from May to July 2012, afterwards, Dongguan Yuanzhan sold the laminating-processed 

fabrics to Zhongshan Tongjia (Zhongshan Tongjia is subject to a domestic famous sports 

shoes OEM), who subsequently used these laminating-processed materials by Dongguan 

Yuanzhan in the manufacturing of sports shoes, with a production totaling six styles 

totaling 960, 864 pairs of ERKE-branded sports shoe. Prior to Zhongshan Tongjia 

delivered these sports shoes to ERKE Sports, the inspector found that the finished sports 

shoes were disqualified due to the pollution on the vamp caused by color migration 

arising from the non-compliance of color fastness of the material procured from 

Dongguan Yuanzhan, whereby Zhongshan Tongjia made a complaint and claim for the 

loss arisen thereby in a total of RMB 146,531,154 yuan against Dongguan Yuanzhan on 

Sep 24th, 2012. 

At around 3:00 p.m. on that day, we, along with Mr. Wei Lian from Dongguan 

Yuanzhan, went to Zhongshan Tongjia where we met with Mr. Lin Wenzhu, the manager 

of Zhongshan Tongjia, who directed us to the production lines and the production 

processes of the factory, and introduced us each production chain and quality control 

requirement of sports shoe. Once again we learned the composition, main production 

processes and material costs structure, etc. of a sports shoe, which are basically the 

same with that we learned previously. In Dongguan Yuanzhan and Zhongshan Tongjia, 

we looked over claim matter directly related: Purchase and Sale Contract, Purchase 

Order, End-products Delivery Note, Confirmation Note for Receiving, Warehouse Warrant, 

Production Record Sheet, Cuts Record Sheet, Raw Materials Requisition, Piece-Calculated 

Quantity Statistics Table of Production Department, Production Record Sheet, Cuts Record 

Sheet, Cost Structure Analysis Sheet, Raw Materials Requisition, List of Ingredients of 

Products, Warehouse Warrant of End-products and other documents. we calculated that 

960,864 pair of shoes made from 12139.5 kg fabrics is confirmed, the unit cost per pair 

of shoes is between 105 yuan and 189 yuan (including, the material cost is about 110 

yuan per pair, piecework labor cost is about 25 yuan per pair, management cost is about 

18 yuan per pair), the average cost turns out to be 152.5 yuan per pair. The costs 

structure mainly includes: leather fabric, auxiliary material, midsole, lining, outsole, 

insole, hardware fittings, shoelace, printing, trademark, glue water, packaging costs, 

other materials, labor costs, etc. We also confirmed the serious situation of the color 

migration polluted on the surface of shoes arising from the non-compliance of color 
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fastness of the fabrics from our company. In Tongjia company, we mutually checked the 

related data for these anomalous finished shoes totaling approx. 960,864 pairs, and 

calculated that the loss amount totaling 146,531,154 yuan on these anomalous shoes of 

this time is conformable, which obtained a mutual confirmation. 

8. Dongguan Jiarui and Huizhou Chuangsheng 

At 9:00 a.m. on June 17th, 2014, Mr. Lin Bin, the lawyer of our Office, went in company 

with Mr. Zheng Yong, the Business Executive, and Mr. Lin Fan, the business personnel of 

your company, along with Mr. Zhang Xiong, the representative of Xtep Sports Co., to 

Dongguan Jiarui where we met with Mr. Lin Jinfan, the deputy GM of Dongguan Jiarui. In 

the communication with Mr. Lin Jinfan, we learned: Dongguan Jiarui has purchased 

fabrics totaling 7,192.40 kg from Fujian Qianfeng from May to July 2012, and received an 

OEM order from Xtep (China) Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as “Xtep China”), a 

domestic famous sports shoes branding manufacturer. After the procurement of fabric 

products from Fujian Qianfeng, via laminated processing, Dongguan Jiarui delivered 

them to Huizhou Chuangsheng, a domestic famous sports shoes branding manufacturer, 

for the production of Xtep-branded sports shoes as an OEM, Huizhou Chuangsheng 

subsequently used such material in the manufacturing of sports shoes, with a 

production totaling five styles totaling 199, 245 pairs of sports shoe. Upon the 

completion of these sports shoes, Huizhou Chuangsheng delivered these sports shoes to 

Dongguan Jiarui who then delivered them to Xtep China. Upon the receipt of these sports 

shoes, the inspector of Xtep China found that the finished sports shoes were disqualified 

due to the pollution on the vamp caused by color migration arising from the 

non-compliance of color fastness of the material, thus Xtep Sports returned these 

disqualified sports shoes to Dongguan Jiarui, and made a complaint and claim for the 

loss arisen thereby in a total of RMB 25,925,080 yuan against Dongguan Jiarui on Sep 

28th, 2012. 

At around 1:30 p.m. on that day, Mr. Huang Wei, the deputy GM of Huizhou 

Chuangsheng brought in related documents, and introduced us each production chain, 

etc. of these abnormal sports shoes. In Dongguan Jiarui, we looked over claim matter 

directly related: Purchase and Sale Contract, Purchase Order, End-products Delivery Note, 

Confirmation Note for Receiving, Warehouse Warrant, Production Record Sheet, Cuts 

Record Sheet, Raw Materials Requisition, Piece-Calculated Quantity Statistics Table of 

Production Department, Production Record Sheet, Cuts Record Sheet, Cost Structure 

Analysis Sheet, Raw Materials Requisition, List of Ingredients of Products, Warehouse 

Warrant of End-products and other business documents, among Xtep Sports, Dongguan 

Jiarui and Huizhou Chuangsheng, based on which, it is calculated that the unit cost per 

pair of shoes is approx. between 96 yuan and 195 yuan (including, the material cost is 

about 96 yuan per pair, piecework labor cost is about 20 yuan per pair, other costs and 

management costs are about 15 yuan per pair), the average cost we calculated on basis 

of these costs data turns out to be 130.12 yuan per pair. Afterwards, in Dongguan Jiarui, 

we mutually reviewed the related data for these disqualified finished sports shoes 

totaling 199,245 pairs, which obtained a mutual confirmation. 

Now that the visiting, evidences collection, investigation and other works conducted by 

the lawyer of our Office and relevant personnel of the companies in eight direct 

customers, five indirect customers and three third processors had been completed.  

     

 

Part III Investigation for Seeking of Proves 
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  Mr. Lin Bin, the lawyer of our Office, and Mr. Cheng Jianhua, the director of your 

company, respectively, presented in "Li Ning exclusive shop", "Xtep exclusive shop", 

"ANTA exclusive shop", "ERKE exclusive shop", "GOLDEN DOWN exclusive shop", "361° 

exclusive shop", "RINO exclusive shop" and so on in Fuzhou and Quanzhou on June 16, 

for the investigation of unit sales price of these styles of branded sports shoe similar to 

the above claims of customers on the market. These styles of sports shoe generally sell 

at retail in the market between 400 yuan and 600 yuan per pair. Supposing that each 

pair of shoes taking into account the average price of 500 yuan, according to the market 

condition, we recognized that distributors usually get the goods in a 40% settlement, the 

average price brand owner offered to distributors is 200 yuan / pair, and the average 

unit price shoe manufacturer offered to brand owner is approx. 150 yuan per pair, in 

this case, brand owner still have a gross profit rate of 30% above, this price space is 

subject to be relatively reasonable in the industry. We again paid a visit to a third-party 

shoe-manufacturing factory in Quanzhou for the witness of entire manufacturing 

process flow of sports shoes, and understood in depth of every detail in the 

manufacturing process. For the composition of a sports shoe, we, began from the 

requisition of various raw material to the arrangement of various fabrics in accordance 

with process instructions, realized that a sports shoe is substantially composed of toe 

cap, vamp (front, side), outsole, midsole, heel, lining, insole, shoe tongue and various 

accessories. The main production process flows of a sports shoe are divided into: 

beginning from the requisition of various raw materials, to the arrangement of various 

fabrics in accordance with process instructions, material cutting (punching), upper 

sewing (sitching). Auxiliary processes mainly include high frequency (hot-pressing high 

frequency, printing high frequency, hot-cutting high frequency), ejection and rubber 

patch, textile printing, computer embroidery, etc., upper bottom forming, cooling, 

end-products packaging, storage, etc., the entire manufacturing processes 

approximately are not less than 50. The material costs of a sports shoe mainly include: 

outsole (RB, MD, TPR, etc.), vamp material (leather, synthetic leather, cow suede leather, 

space leather, PU leather, microfiber, air mesh, etc.), midsole, lining, insole, shoelace, etc., 

the entire manufacturing processes approximately are not less than 50, the outsole cost 

per pair of sports shoe is about 15 yuan to 35 yuan. Vamp material mainly includes 

leather, synthetic leather, cow suede leather, space leather, PU leather, microfiber, air 

mesh, etc., the vamp cost per pair of sports shoe is about 40 yuan to 90 yuan. According 

to the current labor costs, labor cost per pair of sports shoes is about 15 yuan to 30 yuan, 

other material costs per pair of sports shoes are about 20 yuan to 40 yuan, other costs 

per pair of sports shoes are about 10 yuan to 20 yuan. In this case, the manufacturing 

cost per pair of sports shoes is calculated about 100 yuan to 215 yuan. Provided that a 

high-class outsole or a relatively expensive double-colored outsole is applied, and vamp 

material applies genuine leather or cow suede leather, the manufacturing cost per pair 

of sports shoes shall be 200 yuan above. Accordingly, we believe it is fair and reasonable 

that the average price of customer complaints cost your company's eight direct 

customers and indirect customers and manufacturers mentioned to your company 

calculated as per about 150 yuan per pair. 

The lawyer of our Office also learned that since the customer complaints withholding 

event occurred in your company and eight customers in the year of 2012, your company 

has improved the company's internal management processes in several aspects in order 

to prevent the occurrence of similar events, including: 

1. Completely rectified company's quality management system. Increased more 

than twenty internal quality control tests and samplings. 
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2. Completely rectified the sales contract company maintained with customers. 

Clearly confirmed the corresponding responsibility to the quality inspection of 

products on sale. 

3. The company hired a senior auditor from Singapore for the investigation of 

company's internal control system and proposal of corrective 

recommendations. 

In addition, after customer complaints happened, following relevant persons in 

charge have been required to dismiss:  

Person in 

Charge 
Department Title 

Date of 

Dimission 
Reason of Dimission 

Dong Mei 
Quality 

Control Dept 

Director of 

Department 

October 

2012 

Failed to find the 

disqualification of product 

timely 

Wang 

Chengrong 

Quality 

Control Dept 

Director of 

Department 

October 

2012 

Failed to find the 

disqualification of product 

timely 

Lin Ping Sales Dept 
Sales 

Manager 
April 2013 

Sold disqualified products 

and failed to feedback 

quality problems of 

product 

Lin Yanfei Sales Dept 
Sales 

Manager 
March 2013 

Sold disqualified products 

and failed to feedback 

quality problems of 

product 

Zhang 

Dacai 

Production 

Dept 

Director of 

Dyeing 

Division 

October 

2012 

Produce disqualified 

products 

Chen 

Xiufang 
Financial Dept Manager June 2013 

Failed to completely 

following financial 

regulations 

 

Given the large amount of claim payment arising from the product quality of this time 

caused by the company, Mr. Lin Daoqin, the former Chief Executive Officer and Executive 

Director of your company, was resigned from the title of Chief Executive Officer and 

Executive Director of the company after the 2014 Annual General Meeting of the 

Company. 

 

Part IV Work Summary 

In conclusion, the lawyer of our Office believes:  

1) Based on the site visiting, viewed and checked Purchase and Sales Contract, 

Purchase Order, End-products Delivery Note, Confirmation Note for Receiving, 

Warehouse Warrant and other business documents, we confirmed that the fact 

of shoe fabric materials these eight direct customers and their indirect 

customers, sports shoes branding manufacturers and OEM manufacturers 

purchased from your company is determined, the number of shoe fabric 

materials totaling 61,425.50 kg purchased is accurate. 
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2) Based on the site visiting, viewed and checked Production Record Sheet, Cuts 

Record Sheet, Raw Materials Requisition, Warehouse Warrant of End-products, 

Piece-Calculated Quantity Statistics Table of Production Department and other 

business documents, the lawyer of our Office confirmed that it is correct that 

above shoe fabric materials allow these eight direct customers and their 

indirect customers, sports shoes branding manufacturers and OEM 

manufacturers, produced 3,442,876 pairs of shoe in total. 

3) Based on the site visiting, viewed and checked Production Record Sheet, Cuts 

Record Sheet, Cost Structure Analysis Sheet, Raw Materials Requisition, List of 

Ingredients of Products, Piece-Calculated Quantity Statistics Table of Production 

Department and other business documents, we learned that the costs of a sports 

shoe mainly include leather, fabric, auxiliary material, midsole, lining, outsole, 

insole, hardware fittings, shoelace, printing, trademark, glue water, packaging 

costs, other materials, labor costs, manufacturing costs, etc. According to the 

review conducted on the observed cost accounting for 39 styles of sports shoe 

by the lawyer of our Office, it is believed that the cost accounting for above 39 

styles totaling 3,442,876 pairs of sports shoe is reasonable.  

4) According to the fabric inspection reports of your company and the fact that all 

shoes are determined disqualified and unavailable to come into the market for 

normal sale due to these disqualified finished sports shoe products arising out 

of the non-compliance of color fastness of fabric products, which resulted in a 

loss of totaling RMB 517,033,142 yuan incurred by these eight direct customers 

and their indirect brands owner and OEM manufacturer customers, the lawyer 

of our Office believes that the amount these eight direct customers and their 

indirect brands owner and OEM manufacturer customers claimed for the 

company is a reasonable cost price. However, upon the efforts taken by the 

management of your company to the negotiation and communication with 

these eight direct customers and their indirect brands owner and OEM 

manufacturer customers, with reference to the Agreement, Agreement 

Amendment, Letter of Confirmation, etc. your company maintained with these 

eight direct customers and their indirect brands owner and OEM manufacturer 

customers, all these eight direct customers and their indirect brands owner and 

OEM manufacturer customers are reasonably agree to give a deduction of 

totaling RMB 55,533,142 yuan from the claim amount for your company, the 

claim amount after deduction totaling RMB 461,500,000 yuan, and eventually 

these eight direct customers and their indirect brands owner and OEM 

manufacturer customers again give a reduction of claim amount totaling RMB 

36,920,000 yuan again. The lawyer of our Office believes that these eight direct 

customers and their indirect brands owner and OEM manufacturer customers 

initially only request your company to compensate their losses as per the cost 

price of these disqualified finished sports shoes, and ultimately give two times 

of deduction from the claim amount, the lawyer of our Office believes that this is 

a reasonable request for compensation; and your company has paid a 

compensation of 300,000,000 yuan by monetary capital (including banking, 

cash) in September 2013, and has compensated for an amount totaling RMB 

38,079,048 yuan with cargo up to the end of January 2014, the balance of 

compensation payable by your company amounted to 86,500,951 yuan up to 

Jan 31st, 2014. The reason why these eight direct customers and their indirect 

brands owner and OEM manufacturer customers give your company two times 

of deduction of claim amount is because they still expect to maintain a 

long-term cooperative relationship with your company, which is very rational. 
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Therefore, it is recommended that your company shall perform as much as 

possible in accordance with the negotiated compensation agreement. 

5) Our lawyer understand and acknowledge that these eight direct customers, five 

indirect customers and three third-party processors have no any direct or 

indirect interest relationships with the former and current executives, 

management directors and major shareholders of the company. 

6) The lawyer of our Office observed in this special case that there currently have 

no any evidences suggesting any deliberate fraudulent acts in the process of 

customer complaint. The major persons in charge related to the event have 

been dismissed by the company, and the production, quality control, sales 

process of related products have been effectively adjusted and implemented. 

The risk of repeated similar compensation in the company is very low. 

 

Part V Reply to the Questions “About Compensation Part” of the Company 

1. Reply to question 1: “after investigated and reviewed on relevant documents, 

evaluate: according to the laws of China, whether the customers complaint 

compensation the company faces up this time is legal?”: 

Fujian Qianfeng and claiming customer is subject to a goods buying-selling relationship, 

contract concluded between them is subject to a sales contract for goods, such category 

of contract and its fulfillment is mainly specified and adjusted by General Principles of 

the Civil Law of the People's Republic of China (hereinafter referred to as "General 

Principles of the Civil Law") and Contract Law of the People's Republic of China 

(hereinafter referred to as "Contract Law"). For a good understanding, hereunder 

extracted the main relevant provisions as follows: 

1) General Principles of the Civil Law is included with following main 

provisions: 

Article 106: Citizens and legal persons who breach a contract or fail to fulfill 

other obligations shall bear civil liability.  

Article 111: If a party fails to fulfill its contractual obligations or violates the 

terms of a contract while fulfilling the obligations, the other party shall have the 

right to demand fulfillment or the taking of remedial measures and claim 

compensation for its losses. 

Article 112: The party that breaches a contract shall be liable for compensation 

equal to the loss consequently suffered by the other party. The parties may 

specify in a contract that if one party breaches the contract it shall pay the 

other party a certain amount of breach of contract damages; they may also 

specify in the contract the method of assessing the compensation for any losses 

resulting from a breach of contract. 

Article 122: If a substandard product causes property damage or physical 

injury to others, the manufacturer or seller shall bear civil liability according to 

law. If the transporter or storekeeper is responsible for the matter, the 

manufacturer or seller shall have the right to demand compensation for its 

losses. 

2) Contract Law is included with following main provisions: 
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Article 107: Where one party to a contract fails to perform the contract 

obligations or its performance fails to satisfy the terms of the contract, the 

party shall bear such liabilities for breach of contract as to continue to perform 

its obligations, to take remedial measures, or to compensate for losses.  

Article 111: If the quality fails to satisfy the terms of the contract, the breach of 

contract damages shall be borne according to the terms of the contract agreed 

upon by the parties. If there is no agreement in the contract on the liability for 

breach of contract or such agreement is unclear, nor can it be determined in 

accordance with the provisions of Article 61 of this Law, the damaged party 

may, in light of the character of the object and the degree of losses, reasonably 

choose to request the other party to bear the liabilities for the breach of 

contract such as repairing, substituting, reworking, returning the goods, or 

reducing the price or remuneration.  

Article 112: Where one party to a contract fails to perform the contract 

obligations or its performance to satisfy the terms of the contract, the party 

shall, after performing its obligations or taking remedial measures, compensate 

for the losses, if the other party suffers from other losses. 

Article 113: Where one party to a contract fails to perform the contract 

obligations or its performance fails to satisfy the terms of the contract and 

causes losses to the other party, the amount of compensation for losses shall be 

equal to the losses caused by the breach of contract, including the interests 

receivable after the performance of the contract, provided not exceeding the 

probable losses caused by the breach of the contract which has been foreseen 

or ought to be foreseen when the party in breach concludes the contract.  

Article 114: The parties to a contract may agree that one party shall, when 

violating the contract, pay breach of contract damages of a certain amount in 

light of the breach, or may agree upon the calculating method of compensation 

for losses resulting from the breach of contract.  

Article 153: The seller shall deliver the object according to the agreed quality 

requirements. In case that the seller provides with the quality specifications 

concerning the object, the delivered object shall satisfy the quality 

requirements in such specifications.  

3) The compensation between Fujian Qianfeng and Claiming Customer in 

line with relevant provisions of law 

  According to review on the foresaid Purchase and Sales Contract and Purchase Order 

concluded between Fujian Qianfeng and Claiming Customer, following discriminants 

may be received:  

（1） Fujian Qianfeng and Claiming customer has clearly agreed that the products 

quality of Fujian Qianfeng is required to reach Class 4 color fastness; 

（2） Fujian Qianfeng and Claiming customer has clearly agreed that any losses caused 

by the substandard semi-finished products and finished products arising out of 

the substandard color fastness of products from Fujian Qianfeng shall be borne 

by Fujian Qianfeng.  

According to review on the foresaid Letter of Customer Complaint and Customer 

Complaints Dealing Sheet provided by Fujian Qianfeng, Special Instructions for the Audit 

Confirmation Opinion Concerning the 2012 Customers Complaint Withholding Event of 
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Fujian Qianfeng Textile Technology Co., Ltd issued by Fujian Xinyurong Law Office 

Limited, Special Instructions Concerning the 2012 Customers Complaint Withholding 

Event of Fujian Qianfeng Textile Technology Co., Ltd issued by Fujian Qianfeng, and 

Confirmation Agreement reached by Fujian Qianfeng and Claiming customer in respect of 

compensation matter, following discriminants may be received: 

（1） The goods supplied to claiming customer by Fujian Qianfeng fails to satisfy the 

quality requirements agreed in the contract; 

（2） Fujian Qianfeng and claiming customer has clearly agreed upon on the method of 

compensation and made a detailed calculation for the amount of compensation.  

As mentioned above, our lawyer think: Fujian Qianfeng and claiming customer has 

agreed upon on the supplies quality, liability for breach of contract and method of 

compensation, such agreement complies with the provisions of General Principles of the 

Civil Law, Contract Law and other relevant laws and regulations; Fujian Qianfeng and 

claiming customer has made a relatively detailed calculation for the amount of 

compensation., and has reached a Confirmation Agreement in respect of compensation 

matter, the agreement under such Confirmation Agreement complies with the provisions 

of General Principles of the Civil Law, Contract Law and other relevant laws and 

regulations; no circumstances were found on the relevant compensation agreement 

reached by Fujian Qianfeng and claiming customer in respect of the quality of the 

products that violated relevant laws and regulations of China. 

 

2. Reply to question 2: “whether the amount of compensation is fair and reasonable?”: 

Based on the above reply to question 1, no circumstances were found on the relevant 

compensation agreement reached by Fujian Qianfeng and claiming customer in respect 

of the quality of the products that violated relevant laws and regulations of China, the 

compensation agreement reached by Fujian Qianfeng and claiming customer is effected 

on basis of both parties’ own willingness, our lawyer has no reasonable grounds to 

doubt that such compensation agreement is not a declaration of both parties’ true 

intention, and the fairness and reasonability of such amount of compensations. 

 

3. Reply to question 3: “if the above answers for 1 and 2 are negative, whether the 

arbitration result may appeal, and whether the company has the possibility to trace 

for the approach?”: 

1). Arbitration Law Of the People's Republic Of China (hereinafter called “Arbitration 

Law”) is included with following main provisions: 

Article 9: The system of one ruling only is practised in arbitration. Where, after a ruling 

is made, a litigant files another application for arbitration or brings a lawsuit in the 

people's court over the same dispute, the arbitration commission or the people's court 

shall not accept it. 

Article 58: If one litigant produces evidence to prove a ruling has one of the following, he 

may request that the intermediate people\'s court of the place where the arbitration 

commission is located repeal the ruling: (1) where there is no arbitration agreement; (2) 

where the dispute to be arbitrated is not within the scope of the arbitration agreement, 

or one which the arbitration commission has no authority to arbitrate; (3) where the 

formation of the arbitration tribunal or the arbitration process has violated legal 
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procedure; (4) where the evidence on which the arbitration is based is counterfeited; (5) 

where one litigant has concealed evidence that could affect an impartial ruling; or (6) 

where arbitrators have solicited or accepted bribes, practised favouritism and bent the 

law while arbitrating a case or making a ruling. The people's court shall repeal the ruling 

if a collegial panel formed by the people's court has examined the arbitration and 

ascertained that it has one of the situations mentioned above. The people's court shall 

repeal the ruling if such ruling has violated public social interests. 

Article 59: When one party requests a repeal of the ruling, he shall do so within six 

months after receiving the ruling letter. 

2. Arbitral Ruling is One Ruling Only 

According to the above provisions of Arbitration Law, no matter the above replies to 

question 1 & 2 are positive or negative, arbitration is practised the system of one ruling 

only, therefore, arbitral ruling has no possibilities to appeal. Once arbitral ruling is made, 

the litigant may have a legal basis to apply for compulsory execution according to law, 

unless the arbitrator has an evidence to prove such ruling has one of the circumstances 

as described in the Article 58 of Arbitration Law, in which case he/she may request a 

repeal of the ruling for the court, and request a suspended execution in the process of 

trying the arbitration case. 

According to the “who alleges, adduces evidence” principle of Civil Procedure Law of 

the People’s Republic of China, if one litigant proposes to request a repeal of arbitral 

ruling, such litigant must submit a sufficient document evidencing that the arbitral 

ruling exists the circumstance as described in Article 58 of Arbitration Law. According to 

the description of Fujian Qianfeng, it has not mastered any evidences possible to repeal 

the arbitral ruling, therefore, it cannot file a suit to the court for a repeal of arbitral 

ruling.  

4. Reply to question 4: “whether company directors violated the obligations under the 

laws of China? How can the company continue subsequently?”: 

1. Company Law of the People’s Republic of China (hereinafter called “Company Law” is 

included with following provisions on the obligations for directors, supervisors and 

senior managers:  

Article 147: The directors, supervisors and senior managers shall comply with laws, 

administrative regulations and the articles of association. They shall bear the obligations 

of fidelity and diligence to the company. No director, supervisor or senior manager may 

take any bribe or other illegal gains by taking the advantage of his authorities, or 

encroach on the properties of the company.  

Article 148: No director or senior manager may have any of the following acts: (1) 

Misappropriating funds of the company; (2) Depositing the company’s funds into an 

account in his own name or in any other individual’s name; (3) Without the consent of 

the shareholders’ meeting, shareholders’ assembly or board of directors, loaning the 

company’s fund to others or providing any guaranty to any other person by using the 

company’s property as in violation of the articles of association; (4) Signing a contract or 

trading with this company by violating the articles of association or without the consent 

of the shareholders’ meeting or shareholders’ assembly; (5) Without the consent of the 

shareholders’ meeting, shareholders’ assembly, seeking business opportunities for 

himself or any other person by taking advantages of his authorities, or operating for 

himself or for any other person any like business of the company he works for; (6) 

Taking commissions on the transactions between others and this company into his own 
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pocket; (7) Disclosing the company’s secrets without permit; (8) Other acts that are 

inconsistent with the obligation of fidelity to the company. The income of any director or 

senior manager from any act in violation of the preceding paragraph shall belong to the 

company.  

Article 149: Where any director, supervisor or senior manager violates laws, 

administrative regulations or the articles of association during the course of performing 

his duties, if any loss is caused to the company, he shall make compensation.  

Article 150: If the shareholders’ meeting or shareholders’ meeting demands a director, 

supervisor or senior manager to attend the meeting as a non-voting delegate, he shall do 

so and shall answer the shareholders’ inquiries. The directors and senior managers shall 

faithfully offer relevant information and material to the board of supervisors or the 

supervisor of the limited liability company with no board of supervisors, and none of 

them may obstruct the board of supervisors or supervisor from exercising its (his) 

authorities.  

Article 151: Where a director or senior manager is under the circumstance as stated in 

Article 150 of this Law, the shareholder(s) of the limited liability company or joint stock 

limited company more than a continuous 180 (one hundred and eighty) days separately 

or aggregately holding 1% or more of the total shares of the company may require the 

board of supervisors or the supervisor of the limited liability company with no board of 

supervisors in writing to file a lawsuit in the people's court. If the supervisor is under 

the circumstance as stated in Article 150 of this Law, the aforesaid shareholder(s) may 

require the board of directors or the acting director of the limited liability company with 

no board of directors to in writing lodge a lawsuit in the people's court. If the board of 

supervisors, or supervisor of a limited liability company with no board of supervisors, or 

the board of directors or the acting director refuses to lodge a lawsuit after 38 it (he) 

receives a written request as mentioned in the preceding paragraph, or if it or he fails to 

file a lawsuit within 30 days after it receives the request, or if, in an emergency, the 

failure to lodge a lawsuit immediately will cause unrecoverable damages to the interests 

of the company, the shareholder(s) as listed in the preceding paragraph may, on their 

own behalf, directly lodge a lawsuit in the people's court.  

Article 152: If any director or senior manager damages the shareholders' interests by 

violating any law, administrative regulation or the articles of association, the 

shareholders may lodge a lawsuit in the people's court. 

2. There was no evidence indicating directors of Fujian Qianfeng violated the 

obligations under the Law of China: 

According to the description of directors of Fujian Qianfeng, as subordinate business 

personnel failed to report the customer claims incident to upper management promptly, 

resulting in directors of the company hadn’t been informed of that until May, 2013. The 

company's products quality has always been in a steady state before, company directors 

also had no other reasonable sources to be informed or pay attention to problems 

leading to product quality that may occur. Our lawyer did not receive any evidences to 

prove directors of Fujian Qianfeng came with above circumstance as described in Article 

148 of Company Law. 

Therefore, our lawyer believes that, as of the issuing date of the Legal Opinion, 

directors of Fujian Qianfeng were not found any circumstance violating the obligation as 

described in Company Law. If directors of Fujian Qianfeng exist any circumstance 

violating the obligation as described in Company Law, shareholders or supervisors of the 
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company shall be entitled to file a suit for claim against the directors in accordance with 

relevant provisions of the Company Law. 

 

Part VI  Reply to “Report Regarding Puhua” of the Company 

1. Reply to question 1: “whether anything in the auditing report potentially affect and 

violate the laws of China?”: 

1) Law of the People’s Republic of China on Commercial Banks (hereinafter called “Law of 

Commercial Banks”) is included with following provisions:  

Article 30: A commercial bank has the right to refuse any unit or individual to inquire 

about the deposits of any other unit except the cases as stipulated by laws and 

administrative regulations; the commercial bank has the right to refuse any unit or 

individual to freeze and deduct the deposits of any unit except the cases as stipulated by 

laws.  

According to the above provisions under Law of Commercial Bank, unless specifically 

authorized by laws or administrative regulations of China, commercial bank has the 

right to refuse any entity or individual to inquire Fujian Qianfeng’s deposits. As far as 

our lawyer know, Puhua is not the specifically authorized institution under laws or 

administrative regulations of China, therefore, the refusal to Puhua to inquire related 

banks of Fujian Qianfeng’s account as described in the Report didn’t violate any relevant 

laws of China. 

 

 

Regards!  

 

 

Beijing Dacheng (Fuzhou) Law Office 

 

Responsible Lawyer: Lin Bin         

 

 

July 5th, 2014 

 


